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ABSTRACT
INVESTIGATION OF HYDRATION INDUCED STRUCTURAL REARRANGEMENTS OF
POLY(LACTIC ACID)
May 2015
OMKAR VYAVAHARE
B.E., UNIVERSITY OF PUNE,
M.S., ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professors Shaw Ling Hsu

A comprehensive analysis of microstructural changes associated with hydration of
Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) and their effect on the macroscopic properties has been provided.
Although water absorbed in PLA is extremely small (0.5% by weight or 1 water molecule per 30
PLA monomer units), we found significant increase in the kinetics of physical aging and
crystallization in the presence of water. Upon physical aging the PLA samples at 37 oC in
presence of water, the kinetics of enthalpic relaxation increased by at least 2 times as compared
to dry samples. In addition the initial rate of crystallization at 80 oC was extremely fast at 7
J/g/min for the hydrated state as compared to the 2 J/g/min in dry conditions. The fact that water
has such a strong effect on PLA structure is attributed to the polar nature of water, strong
intermolecular interactions present in PLA and their changes in the hydrated state. Using
vibrational spectroscopy, features associated with bound water or free water were found for PLA
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with different hydration levels. The structural rearrangements were correlated to the presence of
free liquid water disrupting the intermolecular interactions in PLA.
The effect of these structural rearrangements on the mechanical behavior of PLA in
different environments such as wet and submerged state was determined. The elastic modulus
surprisingly increased by as much as 10% upon hydration at 37 oC as compared to the dry ones.
However, based on DSC and X-ray diffraction data, no increase in the degree of crystallinity was
found. Instead the increase in modulus was attributed to the extremely fast aging process that
occurred when PLA was hydrated. This densification process resulted in a higher cohesive
energy that can be characterized by a rise in Tg (~5 degrees Celsius) and a ~30% decrease in the
intensity of the sub-Tg β transition peak. Time resolved FTIR spectroscopy in the near-IR
frequency region showed different populations of water molecules having specific interactions
with the carbonyl group of PLA. It was concluded that water forming intermolecular bridges
between the PLA chains also contributed to the increase in elastic modulus. Interestingly, water
had an opposite effect on the mechanical properties of semicrystalline PLA where the elastic
modulus decreased by ~10% upon hydration. In semicrystalline PLA, in addition to the
perturbing effects being limited by the constraints introduced by the crystalline domains,
absorbed water exhibited bulk water like features, leading to decrease in the modulus.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Thesis overview
The purpose of this research is to determine the effect of water on the structural
rearrangements of Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) such as physical aging, crystallization kinetics,
stability of crystalline phases, intermolecular interactions and resultant mechanical properties.
Since PLA can be used in biomedical field, packaging and as films and fibers, it becomes
necessary to understand the hydration induced changes in PLA properties. In many applications,
PLA are deployed in high humidity environment. For example, agriculture films are deployed to
protect budding plants from drastic fluctuation of temperature and to reduce water loss during the
growing season. Also, when PLA is implanted in living body, it would be in direct contact with
water. It is well known that in high humidity environment, PLA degrades hydrolytically,
sometimes extremely rapidly. However its physical properties in the presence of water have not
been characterized and there has not been an in-depth molecular interpretation. Clarification and
understanding regarding PLA-water interaction and structure of water in PLA at molecular level
is needed. The research aims to determine the specific interactions between water and PLA and
study the chain dynamics of hydrated PLA. The goal of the thesis is to accomplish a
comprehensive and mechanistic analysis of effect of water on the structural changes and
macroscopic properties associated with amorphous and semicrystalline PLA in different
environments such as dry, wet and submerged.
The present chapter (Chapter 1) summarizes the crucial role of intermolecular dipoledipole interactions between PLA chains in the stability of PLA structures. It also presents an
overview of the effect of state of water absorbed in various polymers including PLA. Chapter 2
1

introduces the materials and experimental techniques employed. Chapter 3 covers an in depth
analysis of structural rearrangements of PLA such as physical aging and crystallization in the
presence of water and elucidates the mechanism responsible for the structural changes. Effect of
water on the mechanical properties of PLA in different environments and a molecular
interpretation of the changes is presented in Chapter 4. Effect of water on the semicrystalline
PLA is discussed in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 presents a summary of the thesis and the
possible future studies.

1.2 Poly(lactic acid) structure
The annual production of biodegradable Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) is nearing 1 billion
pounds and it is the largest commercially available biodegradable, biocompatible and
bioresorbable polymer that is made from renewable resources.1-7 PLA is found in a wide range
of applications including commodity applications such as films, fibers, adhesives. It is also used
in more specific biomedical applications as drug-eluting stents, bone-fixation devices, and
sutures. The production cost of PLA has been considerably reduced owing to advances in the
production technology making PLA reducing the relative cost as compared to petroleum based
polymers. High molecular weight PLA is synthesized via condensation polymerization of lactic
acid monomer under reduced pressures. The polymerization can also be carried out using
metallic catalyst assisted ring opening polymerization (ROP) of the cyclic dimer of lactic acid,
lactide, produced from fermentation of biomass such as corn. Commercially, ROP of lactide is
the preferred route of production of PLA, used by some of the largest manufacturers of PLA
NatureWorks and PURAC.

2
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CH3
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O
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H
Figure 1.1. Chemical structure of poly(l-lactic acid)

PLA is an aliphatic polyester and its chemical structure is shown in Figure 1.1. As shown
in the figure, PLA repeat unit has a chiral carbon atom and thus has three optical isomers, Llactide, D-lactide and meso-lactide. The stereochemistry significantly affects the physical
properties of PLA. Poly(l-lactic acid) (PLLA) is semicrystalline with the glass transition
temperature (Tg) at ~60 oC and melting point (Tm) of ~180 oC. PLLA is crystalline until the Dlactide content becomes greater than 13%, above which the polymer becomes amorphous. These
configurational-defects perturb the chain conformation, reducing the characteristic ratio, Tg and
crystallization sequence length and hence the Tm, with increasing defect incorporation.8-10
Based on the rotational energy barrier for each conformational state, the RIS model can
predict the characteristic ratio. The characteristic ratio (C∞) is a measurement of the mean square
end to end distance for a polymer chain compared to a freely jointed chain. The first RIS model
proposed for PLA in 1969 was based on both experimental data and theoretical calculations and
predicted four energy minima, corresponding to four favorable conformations: ttt, ttg’, tg’t, and
tg’g’, where t indicates trans and g indicates gauche.11, 12 It predicted a C∞ ~ 2.0 based on light
scattering and intrinsic viscosity measurements.
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Figure 1.2. Conformational distribution in the amorphous phase of PLA10
Since then the RIS model has been refined and the conformation distribution in the
amorphous phase of PLA has been determined both theoretically and experimentally as shown in
Figure 1.2.8-10, 13 Much higher values of C∞, 6-12 as compared to the initial values were
calculated for PLA14, 15 Based on the light scattering and Raman spectroscopic analyses our
group proposed an RIS model with C∞ ~ 8.5-12.4 dependent on stereo-isomer content.8, 10
Depending on the crystallization conditions, different crystal structures have been reported
for PLA, each having distinct packing and chain conformation. The most common α crystalline
phase is obtained via conventional melt and solution crystallization conditions at a temperature
above 120 oC.16-19 It has orthorhombic unit cell. A slightly different α’ crystalline form is
obtained when PLA is crystallized at a temperature below 90 °C.20 The two crystalline forms, α
and α’, are remarkably similar and the difference in their unit cell parameters is only ~3%. α
crystal structure is more ordered, stable, compact with stronger intermolecular interactions. At
lower crystallization temperatures in the range of 90 °C < Tc < 120 °C a mixture of α’ and α
4

phases are formed.21 β crystal structure is obtained by stretching α form of PLA at high
temperatures and draw ratios such as in hot-drawing of melt or solution spun fibers.18, 22 Melting
temperature of the β structure is ~10 °C lower than α crystal, implying that β form is thermally
less stable. β crystal form is a frustrated structure with a trigonal cell containing three chains
which are randomly oriented up and down.23 A more ordered crystal modification, γ crystal form
is obtained by epitaxial crystallization of PLA on hexamethylbenzene. In this crystalline phase,
two chains are oriented antiparallel in the crystal cell.24 In our studies we have focused on the α’
crystalline phase, since most of the processing conditions favor formation of α’ phase at lower
crystallization temperature.

1.3 Importance of intermolecular dipole-dipole interactions between PLA chains
In addition to being technologically important, PLA also exhibits certain unique
structural characteristics which make it scientifically very interesting. Even in absence of water,
the morphological features of PLA and their changes are already quite complex. The segmental
dynamics and chain conformational distribution can be altered by changing chain configuration
and experimental conditions employed.4, 25, 26 Formation of the condensed state can also vary
significantly depending on the processing conditions of time and temperature. In addition PLA
can “age” and “cold crystallize” leading to very different physical properties. Such effects have
been explained in terms of densification,27 conformational rearrangements,28 formation of local
order due to cohesional entanglements29, 30 or enhanced mesomorphic structure.20 These changes
have been modeled as a function of chain configuration and temperature. The presence of strong
intermolecular interactions plays a strong role in the explanations provided. One of the most
interesting structural features of PLA is the domination of intermolecular interactions in
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controlling its properties.5, 21, 31 The stability and chain packing of PLA depend strongly on the
relative orientation of the dipoles present in its structure. Given the strong contribution from the
dipolar interactions it has been established that the various polymorphic phases of PLA differ
very little in density, yet the melting temperature can differ considerably. One of the striking
examples of this phenomenon is that of PLA stereocomplex.

 phase

’ phase

(i)

(ii)

Figure 1.3. (i) Unit cell of α and α’ crystal structures of PLA32 (ii) DSC thermograms of
semicrystalline PDLA, PLLA and stereocomplex (numbers on the figure indicate melting
temperatures)33
Blending of PLLA and PDLA leads to the formation of a co-crystal of opposite-handed
polymeric helices usually referred as the stereocomplex. It has a different crystalline structure
than that of the semi-crystalline homopolymers and it crystallizes into a triclinic unit cell in
which L-lactide and D-lactide segments are packed parallel forming a 31 helical conformation.34
A difference of 0.8% in the density of the semicrystalline PLA homopolymer and stereocomplex
(PLLA/PDLA) leads to a difference of 50 to 70 degrees (Celsius) in the melting temperature as
6

compared to pure PLLA or PDLA crystals as shown in Figure 1.3 (ii).35 Higher melting point of
the PLA stereocomplex compared with the PLA α crystal is attributed to enthalpic stabilization
through interchain dipole interactions in the stereocomplex crystal. The Cα-Hα …O=C and
CH3…CH3 , pairs are identified to be the significant contact pairs based on spectroscopic studies
and molecular modeling based on literature coordinates.31, 36
In addition to the example of stereocomplex, even though α and α’phases are remarkably
similar as shown in Figure 1.3 (i), the differences in their properties are significant too. As
mentioned before, α’ phase has a looser and less ordered chain packing. Both a and b axis of α’
form are slightly longer than those of α form. It has conformational disorder distributed
throughout the chains resulting in weaker specific interactions. As a result α’phase has with
enthalpy of fusion of ~60 compared to α phase having enthalpy of fusion of ~90 J/g.21
Given such a strong dependence of structural stability of PLA on the strength of
intermolecular interactions, it becomes interesting to determine the effect of water on its
properties. Water is highly polar in nature with high dielectric constant of ~80 at 20 oC. The
polar water molecules can perturb the dipolar interactions between the PLA chains or form
intermolecular “bridges” between the PLA polar groups leading to drastic changes in the
properties. To understand the complexities associated with water absorption and water-polymer
interactions, following sections describe the effect and state of water absorbed in polymers.
1.4 Structure and properties of water
Water is one of the most common solvents which is present almost ubiquitously, in
quantities depending on the environment. Water molecules are tiny molecules with diameter
~2.75 Å. Bulk liquid water exists as hydrogen bonded network with continuous association and
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dissociation of the hydrogen bonds. It is highly polar liquid with high dielectric constant of ~80
at 20 oC.

Absorbance

(i)

4000

3000

2000

1000

-1

Wavenumbers (cm )

Absorbance

(ii)

8000

7000

6000

5000
-1

Wavenumber (cm )

Figure 1.4. FTIR spectrum of bulk liquid water in (i) mid and (ii) near-IR region
The Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) spectra of water in mid and near-IR region is
shown in Figure 1.4. Due to a distribution of different hydrogen bond strength, water exhibits
broad bands. In the mid-IR region water the two prominent vibrational transitions that we have
analyzed correspond to OH stretching (symmetric and asymmetric) and HOH bending at
frequencies ~3400 cm-1 (υs, υas) and ~1645 cm-1(δ) respectively. In the near-IR frequency region,
water exhibits two bands at ~5174 cm-1 and ~6870 cm-1 assignable to two combination bands.
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The first is a combination band of HOH bending (δOH) and OH Stretching (υas) and a second one
involving OH symmetric and asymmetric stretching (υas + υs) respectively.37, 38 The changes in
the water bands with respect to intensity, frequency or shape can be utilized to determine the
strength of interaction between polymer and water.

1.5 Water absorption and state of water in polymers

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 1.5. Different structures of water (i) isolated water molecule (ii) water cluster (iii)
water bound to polar groups of host polymer matrix
Water absorption of polymers, including PLA, is an important topic from both scientific
and technological perspectives. Water absorption and interactions with polymers has been
studied extensively over last 40 years.39-46 The reason that this topic generates such a significant
amount of interest is that water comes in contact with polymers in number of occasions including
during processing and applications. Although absorbed in a small quantity, water can affect the
properties of polymers significantly due to its polar nature. Different structures and states of
water are shown in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.6. Near-IR FTIR spectra of water absorbed in various polymers such as PVA,
Nylon 6, PLA, PET and EVA40

The near-IR spectrum of water absorbed in different polymers is shown in Figure 1.6. As
it can be seen, depending on the amount of water absorbed the frequency of vibration of water
bands in different in the different polymers. It clearly shows that water molecules absorbed in
different polymers are not the same. In fact, the state of water depends on amount of water
absorbed and affinity between water and polar groups of polymer. Amount of water absorbed in
the polymer depends on the polymer structure, morphology and temperature. When incorporated
into the polymer host matrix, water behaves differently than bulk liquid water. Depending on the
extent of interaction, absorbed water can exist in the polymer matrix in different states such as
“bound” water having specific interactions with the polymer and “free” water with no
interactions and having bulk water-like characteristics.47-49
There have been a large number of studies carried out over the last 40 years to assess the
effects of water on polymers. Water can affect chain dynamics in two very different, but
10

somewhat opposite ways. Water usually has plasticizing effect on the polymers due to disruption
of the intermolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonding between the polymer chains.50, 51
Extensive studies of water absorbed into various nylons are such examples.52, 53 Moy el al.
reported the lowering of Tg of epoxy proportional to the amount of water absorbed.54 Fuzek
showed that water absorbed in synthetic fibers and silk substantially lowers their Tg and physical
properties.55 Moore and Merriweather reported the plasticizing effect of water on PMMA and
Polycarbonate respectively.56 The segmental mobility increase (plasticization) as a result of the
increase in the specific volume has been used to interpret the decrease in the glass transition
temperature and other physical properties. There are some instances such as cotton, wheat gluten
or starch polymers that water has an opposite effect known as antiplasticization which leads to
“hardening” of the polymer.57, 58 The changes in the properties of hydrated PLAs are similar to
the effects of antiplasticizers on polymers such as polycarbonate or polystyrene.59-61 The
mechanism for antiplasticization upon addition of diluent has been explained as a combination of
several factors such as reduction of free volume,62 interaction between polar groups of polymer
and diluent,50 presence of rigid diluent leading to steric hindrance,63 formation of mechanically
stable bridges between polymer and water,64 and densification of glassy polymers.65, 66

1.6 Water absorption in Poly(lactic acid)
Initially, analyzing water effects on PLA does not seem to be promising since the water
absorption in PLA does not exceed 1% by weight. In fact water absorbed is usually reported in
the 0.5% range.67-70 This amount translates into approximately one water molecule for every 30
PLA monomer units. Even if we assume that the water can only have sufficient permeability into
the amorphous region, for a 50% crystalline sample, which would then suggest a molar
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concentration of one water molecule for every 15 PLA monomer units. But a number of physical
characteristics of PLA imply the effect of water may be more significant than the small
numerical value would imply. As described in the previous chapter, the specific intermolecular
electrostatic interaction dominates the chain packing of PLA.21, 71, 72 Water can then
preferentially perturb these intermolecular interactions causing possible structural
transformations. Therefore the magnitude and kinetics of water-induced structural
transformations needs to be more fully understood. PLA is susceptible to hydrolytic degradation
where the ester bonds undergo hydrolysis following the uptake of water. The hydrolytic
degradation of PLA is rapid under high humid conditions.73 A large number of studies are
available in the literature where the hydrolytic degradation behavior of PLA is studied in detail.1
However, its physical properties in the presence of water have not been adequately characterized.
As compared to other polymers, the effects of water on PLA are even more intriguing. In
many applications, PLA is bound to interact with water, for example in the biomedical and
agricultural applications. Thus it is critical to understand how the interaction between PLA and
water affects the microstructure and the concurrent changes in mechanical properties. Because of
the specific interactions that exist, it is our hypothesis that water has the potential to significantly
affect the PLA structure, stability of the individual phases and macroscopic properties. But to our
knowledge there has not been any comprehensive study on these subjects. Thus it is critical to
determine the effect of water on the intermolecular interactions (hydrogen bonding, dipole
interactions, or electrostatic interactions) of PLA which could alter the physical properties. In the
present study, we are interested in determining how water influences the kinetics of the structural
rearrangement of PLA. It is important to characterize the mechanism by which hydration of PLA
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leads to densification, additional crystallization or change in the crystalline phase and the
interrelationship of these physical phenomena.
The following chapter introduces the materials and experimental techniques employed for
carrying out the characterization of hydrated PLA.
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

As mentioned previously, the amount of water absorbed in PLA is extremely small at
~0.5%. Therefore, in order to characterize the effects of water on PLA, special attention needs to
be given to the selection of technique as well as development of new sampling methods to
capture the changes in the features upon hydration. In this chapter the different techniques and
newly developed specialized sampling techniques used for the analysis are described in detail
including the reason for their selection and the advantages derived.

2.1 Materials and preparation
PLA with D-isomer content <1% was received from PURAC. Following the procedure
developed previously,1 the amorphous films were made by compression molding the PLA pellets
at 200 oC for 2 minutes, followed by immediate quenching at 15 oC. The thickness of the films
was ~0.2 mm. Semicrystalline films of PLA were obtained by annealing the melt quenched
amorphous films at 80 oC for 2 hours to get α’ crystal structure with 50% degree of crystallinity.
The crystal structure was confirmed using WAXS and Raman spectroscopy. Bisphenol APolycarbonate (PC) having Tg of ~150 oC was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. It was used as a
control sample for validating the Dielectric Spectroscopy results as described in Chapter 4.
Polycarbonate films were made by same technique as described above.
For the hydration studies, the samples were completely immersed in water for the
specified period at the specified temperatures. The physical aging of the samples was carried out
in two different ways; one by soaking the PLA film in water and other by aging it in oven, both
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at 37 oC. This temperature was selected because many PLA applications involve biomedical
applications, especially implanted devices. Prior to the characterization the residual water was
carefully and completely wiped from the polymer surface. For studying the crystallization
behavior of PLA, the samples were crystallized in two different ways: one by immersing the
amorphous film in water and a second set in a dry oven. In all cases, the temperature was
maintained within one degree of set value for the time period needed.

2.2 Molecular weight characterization
The molecular weight of the samples was determined using a Gel Permeation
Chromatography (GPC) instrument from Agilent technologies (Infinity 1260). Chloroform was
used as a solvent and toluene as a flow marker. The concentration of the solutions was 5 mg/ml.
The number average molecular weight (Mn) of PURAC PLA, as determined from GPC was
90,000 g/mol with polydispersity index of 1.7. Monodisperse Polystyrene was used as a
standard. None of the PLA samples studied in this study showed change in the molecular weight
upon hydration for 24 hours at 37 oC eliminating the possibility of degradation within the time
scale of the experiment.

2.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry Analysis (DSC)
A TA Q100 differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) equipped with a RCS cooling system
was used for the calorimetric measurements. Indium and water were used to calibrate the
temperature of DSC using their onset melting temperatures of 156.6 and 0 oC. The heat of fusion
of Indium 28.6 J/g was used to calibrate the heat flow. The samples (2 to 6 mg) were sealed in
the Aluminum hermetic pans and run at a heating/cooling rate of 10 oC per minute with nitrogen
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gas purge set at 50 mL/min. The results were analyzed using TA Instruments Universal Analysis
software. Glass transition temperature was taken at the midpoint of the temperature range over
which glass transition takes place between onset and end set of the inflectional tangent. Enthalpy
loss (δH) was determined from the endothermic peak area difference between the annealed
sample and the pristine sample. DSC was used to determine the changes in the thermal
transitions and degree of crystallinity of PLA. In addition, physical aging of PLA was quantified
using changes in the area of endothermic peak in the vicinity of Tg.

For the samples crystallized during the DSC measurements, the degree of crystallinity
(Xc) was measured by subtracting the enthalpy of crystallization (∆Hc) obtained by integrating
the crystallization peak as well as the small exothermic peak just before the melting peak (∆Hα’α)

from the enthalpy of fusion (∆Hf). The degree of crystallinity was obtained by equation 2.1

using the theoretical value of enthalpy of fusion (∆Hof) of 93 J/g for the 100% crystalline PLA2
as follows3, 4:
% Xc = (∆Hf – ∆Hc - ∆Hα’- α) x 100 /∆Hof

(Equation 2.1)

2.4 Wide Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS)
WAXS was utilized to determine the changes in the crystalline phase, degree of
crystallinity and crystallite size of PLA upon hydration. WAXS scattering was conducted on an
evacuated Rigaku Molecular Metrology instrument using the CuKα spectral line (λ=0.1542 nm).
A Fujifilm CR HR-V image plate at a distance of L = 139 mm was used to record the scattering.
L was calibrated using the q = 15.197 nm-1, the (110) peak from a tricosane standard. Scattering
patterns from WAXS were circularly integrated to give scattering profiles with intensity in
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arbitrary units versus 2θ in degree. The size of the crystallites was determined from the full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of the crystalline peaks using Scherrer equation expressed as follows
(Equation 2.2):

Bhkl2  

K
L cos 

(Equation 2.2)

Where, Bhkl represents the average size of the crystallites in the normal direction of (hkl)
diffraction plane, and L is the FWHM of the diffraction plane (hkl) in radians. The shape factor
K of 0.94 was used for the calculations. For PLA, the size of crystallites was determined by
using the FWHM of the (110)/(200) diffraction peak.

2.5 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy was employed to determine the crystalline phase of PLA. In Raman
spectrum PLA exhibits splitting of carbonyl stretching peak in case of α crystalline phase. Thus α
and α’ crystalline phases can be easily differentiated using Raman spectroscopy. A Jobin-Yvon
Horiba LabRam HR800 dispersive Raman spectrometer was used to obtain Raman spectra of the
PLA samples. The 632.8 nm line of the helium-neon gas laser was used for excitation. A spectral
resolution of 4 cm-1 was maintained.

2.6 Time resolved ATR-FTIR spectroscopy
FTIR spectroscopy is a technique for determining the functional groups and interactions
between them using the intensity, frequency of vibration and shape of the IR active bands.
Because of its sensitivity a quantitative analysis of amount of water and absorption/desorption
kinetics can be carried out using FTIR spectroscopy. Time resolved attenuated total reflectance
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(ATR) infrared spectroscopy was carried out using a PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 with ATR
accessory. The experimental setup is shown schematically in Figure 2.1. A water insensitive
diamond crystal was used as reflectance unit to maintain pressure on the sample.

Pressure arm
Water injected
Sample

Filter Papers
IR beam

Figure 2.1. ATR-FTIR measurement setup assembly for determining absorption and
desorption of water in PLA
To carry out time resolved absorption and desorption of water, PLA film was kept on the
ATR crystal and a number of filter papers were mounted on the sample. To ensure that the whole
assembly had a good contact with the ATR crystal, force was applied using a pressure arm.
Using a micropipette, 30 µL of water at room temperature was injected on the filter papers after
the acquisition was initiated. Data was acquired at an interval of 30 seconds for a maximum
period of 5 hours capturing both absorption and desorption processes. Absorption and desorption
were carried out in the ambient condition. The relative humidity of our laboratory was 67%. All
the spectra were collected using DTGC (Deuterated Tri Glycine Sulfate) detector. 32 scans were
collected per spectrum at a resolution of 4 cm-1 in the 4000-350 cm-1 range.
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2.7 Time resolved near-infrared spectroscopy
The advantage associated with near-IR spectroscopy is that thicker samples can be
utilized in the transmission mode. Thus the bulk of the sample could be analyzed and thicker
samples allow more accurate measurements of hydration and dehydration of water from PLA.
Time resolved Near-IR (NIR) spectroscopy was carried out using PerkinElmer FT-NIR Frontier
instrument. NIR spectra of the samples were taken in 8000-4500 cm-1 frequency range in
transmission mode at room temperature. A DTGS detector was used with the resolution of 4 cm-1
and number of accumulations of 64 scans. PLA sample immersed in water at 37 oC for 24 hours
was taken out of water and wiped to remove residual surface water. The sample was them
immediately put in the sample holder and the spectra were then continuously measured through
spontaneous dehydration in open air. Spectra were collected at an interval of 5 minutes for up to
a period of 2 hours.

2.8 Dielectric spectroscopy
Dielectric spectroscopy was carried out to determine changes in the Sub-Tg β transition
upon hydration. Using this technique the sample is subjected to high oscillating frequencies.
Additionally, dielectric spectroscopy, unlike DMTA, mechanical deformations are not involved,
the macroscopic defects present in the sample do not dominate the results. Novocontrol
Broadband Spectrometer with Solartron SI 1260 analyzer for generating oscillatory electric field
was utilized. PLA film was sandwiched between two gold-plated electrodes of a parallel plate
capacitor. Prior to each measurement, the surfaces of the gold-plated electrodes were polished by
sand paper. In order to protect the assembly from air and moisture effects, custom made
aluminum chamber connected to a dry nitrogen purge with 100 mL/min was used. The sample
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was then subjected to oscillating electric filed with frequencies ranging from 1 Hz to 10 KHz.
The frequency dependent dielectric permittivities were measured simultaneously at a temperature
interval of 1 oC.

2.9 Tensile Test
Mechanical properties of PLA were determined by carrying out tensile test using
universal testing machine (Instron series 4467) equipped with environment chamber. Dogbone
shaped samples we used have dimensions 22.24 (L) x 4.64 (W) x 0.20 (T) mm. Two different
types of “wet” samples were studied. In the first case, the samples were immersed in water at 37
o

C for 24 hours. The sample was then removed from water and the residual water was wiped

from the surface prior to the tensile test. These samples are referred to as the “wet state” samples
in our tensile tests. A second sampling technique was developed to determine the mechanical
properties when completely submerged in water. It was brought to our attention that the
migration of water can be quite rapid in PLA.5, 6 Given the small amount of water in the sample,
a novel sampling cell was developed to carry out tensile test while the sample was completely
submerged in water. A schematic diagram of the home made “Plastic cup-PDMS” assembly is
shown in the Figure 2.2. Using such a cell the tensile property of a polymer submerged in water
can be measured.
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Plastic cup

Water

PDMS substrate

Figure 2.2. Schematic of home-made PDMS-plastic cup assembly for measuring tensile
properties of PLA in submerged state

A plastic cup was glued to the PDMS substrate and a small opening was made in the PDMS
substrate for the dogbone shaped sample to go through. Water was filled in the plastic cup so that
the sample would always be immersed in water throughout the tensile deformation. These
samples are referred to as “submerged state” samples. Thus the mechanical properties of PLA
were measured using tensile test in two different “wet” environments. In all the measurements
the strain rate of 1 mm/min was used. The Young’s modulus was calculated from the initial slope
of the stress-strain curve within 0.5% of the strain. The results were calculated from the average
of 6 measurements.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS OF PHYSICAL AGING AND CRYSTALLIZATION KINETICS OF
POLY(LACTIC ACID) IN THE PRESENCE OF WATER
(Reproduced in part with permission from Vyavahare, O.; Ng, D.; Hsu, S.L., The Journal
of Physical Chemistry B. 2014, 118 (15), 4185-4193)

3.1 Introduction
Structural rearrangements of polymers in solid state due to diluents is an important field
of study from both scientific and technological point of view.1-3 From the fundamental
perspective, studying the polymer-diluent interaction can provide crucial information regarding
the polymer structure including intermolecular interactions and chain dynamics. As described
before, intermolecular dipole-dipole interactions between the PLA chains, stabilize its structure
and dominate the properties. Because of the specific interactions that may exist and the polar
nature of water, it is our hypothesis that water has the potential to significantly affect the PLA
structure, stability of the individual phases and macroscopic properties.
This chapter focuses on the effects of hydration on two types of structural
rearrangements, physical aging and crystallization of Poly(lactic acid) (PLA). Apart from being
technologically important, physical aging and crystallization provide key information regarding
chain dynamics at two temperature zones; below Tg and above Tg respectively.
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Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram of polymer specific volume plotted as a function of
temperature.

At a temperature below Tg, the polymer is in a glassy state and hence the translational and long
range cooperative motions are frozen. As shown in Figure 3.1, the relaxation of polymer chains
towards equilibrium at a temperature (Texp) below Tg is commonly referred to as physical aging.
This process leads to the densification of the amorphous phase and is usually characterized by an
endothermic enthalpy relaxation peak near the vicinity of Tg detected using DSC. Physical aging
has been studied for polystyrene, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), polycarbonate (PC),
poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), PLA and others.4-6 In addition, the effect of chain
configuration on the aging kinetics of PLA has been considered.7 It was revealed that PLA with
higher D-content ages faster.7 Pan et al. carried out the mechanical testing of aged PLA and
reported an increase in the elastic modulus by ~23%, although those PLA samples were kept at
40 oC in absence of moisture.8 In this study we intend to characterize physical aging for hydrated
samples by carrying out the experiments in the presence of water at the physiological
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temperature of 37 oC, ~23 degrees Celsius below the Tg (60.4 oC). Since at temperature below
Tg, the translational and long range cooperative motions are frozen, the physical aging
experiment will help to understand short range segmental mobility of PLA and hence the
magnitude and kinetics of densification in presence of water.
The change in the chain dynamics in the hydrated state would affect the crystallization
process. As described in chapter 1, PLA crystallizes when the amorphous film of PLA is
subjected to annealing leading to formation of α (Tc >120 oC) or α’ (Tc < 90 oC) crystalline
phases depending on the crystallization temperature (Tc). Thus one of the goals of this study was
to determine the kinetics of crystallization, degree of crystallinity and the crystal structure
formed in the presence of water. A control experiment was also carried out where the
crystallization was done in dry condition. Also, to get a molecular understanding of the
mechanism of the structural rearrangements of PLA in presence of water, vibrational
spectroscopy was employed. PLA-water interaction and the state of water absorbed in PLA were
deduced using ATR-FTIR spectroscopy using the experimental set up as described in chapter 2.

3.2 Physical aging of PLA upon hydration
In this study, characteristics of physical aging were identified for hydrated samples by
carrying out the experiments in the presence of water at the physiological temperature of 37 oC.
A control experiment was performed by aging identical sets of PLA samples in completely dry
conditions at 37 oC. Figure 3.2 shows the DSC scans (first heating) of the melt quenched
amorphous films of PLA with low D content (<1%) aged in wet (Figure 3.2i) and dry conditions
(Figure 3.2ii) at 37 oC. In both cases, the area of the enthalpy relaxation peak near Tg increases as
a function of aging time which is typical of the physical aging of glassy polymers. But in the
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case of the hydrated PLA film, an increase in the area of the transition peak occurs much faster
as compared to the dry sample. These observations revealed that densification occurred in both
dry and wet films. However, in hydrated PLA samples, the densification was much faster than in
dry conditions.

(i)

(ii)

Figure 3.2. First heating DSC scans of physical aging of PLA at 37 oC (i) in presence of
water (ii) in dry conditions (numbers on the figure indicate aging time)
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The aging kinetics can be analyzed quantitatively by calculating the relaxation rate of the
polymer segments.9, 10 The expression utilized is shown below in equation 3.1:
βH = [∂δH/(∂log tag)]k1,k2,Tag

(Equation 3.1)

Where, βH = relaxation rate (J/g per decade); δH = enthalpy loss calculated by subtracting the
area of the enthalpy relaxation peak of the aged sample from that of the pristine sample (J/g); tag
= aging time (hour); k1, k2 = heating and cooling rate (constant, 10 oC/min) and Tag = aging
temperature (constant, 37 oC).
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Figure 3.3. Enthalpy loss (J/g) as a function of log of aging time (hour) of amorphous PLA
(i) dry conditions (ii) in water.

βH was then determined from the slope of enthalpy loss δH (J/g) vs log(tag) (hour) plot as shown
in Figure 3.3. With k1 = 10 oC/min; Tag = 37 oC, the relaxation rate βH of the amorphous film in
dry conditions and in the presence of water were calculated as 1.21 (± 0.12) and 2.41 (± 0.18) J/g
per decade respectively (± represents uncertainty). It is clear that in the presence of water, the
relaxation rate of PLA chains is accelerated as compared to the dry sample.
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3.3 Crystallization behavior of PLA in the hydrated state at a temperature higher than Tg
The increase in the segmental mobility in the hydrated state must also affect the
crystallization process. As seen in Figure 3.2i, the crystallization temperature (Tc) in the presence
of water decreases gradually as a function of soaking time and drops by as much as 5 °C after 24
hours. Such a decrease is not seen in the case of dry aged samples. A similar result was observed
for the PLA films annealed in the dry condition and in water at 50 °C (curves 7 and 8 in Figure
3.4). This indicates that crystallization becomes easier for hydrated samples. The crystallization
behavior of PLA in the dry or wet state at various temperatures for 2 hours is shown in Figure
3.4. The quenched amorphous film usually cannot crystallize unless the annealing temperature is
raised to 70 °C. Usually at such temperatures lower than 70 °C, no change in the degree of
crystallinity is expected. However at 60 °C, while there was no crystallization observed in the
dry state, in the presence of water, the degree of crystallinity of PLA films, increased by ~37%
(± 1.4%) after 2 hours of annealing (curves 5 and 6 in Figure 3.4) . Also at temperatures 70 °C or
higher, a much higher degree of crystallinity was achieved for the hydrated sample after 2 hours
as compared to the dry sample. This is shown as curves 1 through 4 in Figure 3.4 and tabulated
in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3. 4. First heating DSC scans of PLA crystallized in water and dry conditions for 2
hours: (1) 80 oC dry (2) 80 oC water (3) 70 oC dry (4) 70 oC water (5) 60 oC dry (6) 60 oC
water (7) 50 oC dry (8) 50 oC water
Table 3.1. Percentage degree of crystallinity (%Xc) after annealing PLA in dry conditions
and water for 2 hours (standard deviation ± in the brackets).
Temperature
80 oC
70 oC
60 oC
50 oC
%Xc Dry

51 (±1.6)

25 (±1.4)

-

-

%Xc Water

62 (±1.1)

64 (±1.8)

37 (±1.4)

-

In addition to the change in the degree of crystallinity it is also important to examine the
change in the crystallization kinetics for PLA chains in the hydrated state. To quantitatively
determine the effect of water on the onset and rate of crystallization, DSC of the samples
annealed at various time intervals, both in wet and dry conditions, was carried out at 70 and
80 °C. For samples crystallized in water (70 and 80 °C) and dry conditions (80 °C), a time
interval of 3 minutes was used before the samples were taken out of the temperature-controlled
environmental chamber and analyzed using DSC. Since the crystallization was very slow at
70 °C the samples were analyzed at a time interval of 30 minutes each. Figures 3.5 and 3.7 show
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the first heating DSC plots of the samples annealed at 70 and 80 °C, respectively. The change in
enthalpy of melting (obtained by subtracting the enthalpy of crystallization and α’ to α transition
exotherm during DSC scan) as a function of annealing time is shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.8
respectively. The increase in the crystallization rate is remarkable for the hydrated state versus
the dry state. At 80 °C the rate of crystallization in water is 7.88 (± 0.45) J/g/min compared to
2.33 ( ±0.32) J/g/min in dry conditions determined from the slope of the initial linear part of
crystallization curve. This difference in the kinetics effect is even more pronounced at 70 °C. At
such a low annealing temperature due to the high viscosity of the system, in dry conditions, PLA
crystallizes extremely sluggishly at a rate of 0.18 (± 0.06) J/g/min. Also the onset of
crystallization is after 90 minutes of annealing time. In contrast, in the presence of water,
crystallization starts in just 3 minutes of soaking time and at a rate of 6.03 (± 0.43) J/g/min. It is
clear that water significantly enhances the segmental mobility and thus the rate and onset of PLA
crystallization. It is interesting to observe that, although the rates are significantly different, the
ultimate degree of crystallinity achieved is not significantly different with each sample reaching
a plateau around 50 to 55%.
In general for solvent induced crystallization, the lowering of crystallization temperature
is explained in terms of enhanced segmental mobility and depression of Tg. The depression of the
melting temperature is insignificant given the molecular weight of the samples studied.
Therefore, this cannot be a factor in the crystallization kinetics. Since the water uptake in PLA is
low, it is interesting to observe that incorporation of a low amount of water leads to such an
accelerated reorganization of chains, leading to an enhanced rate of crystallization.
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(i)

(ii)

Enthalpy of melting
(J/g)

Figure 3.5. First heating DSC scans of PLA crystallized at 80 oC (i) in dry conditions (ii) in
presence of water (numbers on the figure indicate annealing time)
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Figure 3.6. Change in the enthalpy of melting (J/g) as a function of annealing time
(minutes) at 80 oC in wet and dry conditions
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(i)

(ii)

Figure 3.7. First heating DSC scans of PLA crystallized at 70 oC (i) in dry conditions (ii) in
the presence of water (numbers on the figure indicate annealing time)
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Figure 3.8. Change in the enthalpy of melting (J/g) as a function of annealing time at 70 oC
in (i) dry conditions and (ii) in the presence of water.
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As the crystallization proceeds, in order for crystal perfection, the water molecules would
then need to be expelled from the crystalline lattice to form bulk unbound water. This hypothesis
is supported by analyzing the WAXS of the films crystallized at 80 °C in dry and wet conditions
(Figure 3.9). The metastable α’ crystalline phase of PLA is formed when it is crystallized below
120 °C while above 120 oC a stable and more ordered α crystalline phase is obtained.11 A WAXS
profile of the film crystallized in dry conditions at 80 °C showed that, as expected, it formed only
an α’ crystalline phase. Interestingly the film crystallized in water at 80 °C showed weak but
visible additional peaks at 14.5 and 26.7 degree. This implies that in the presence of water a
more ordered and compact crystal structure with enhanced intermolecular interaction has been
formed. This experimental observation confirms that water plays an important role in increasing
the segmental mobility and the intermolecular interactions. From the optical photographs (Fig.
3.9 ii) of the two samples, it can be seen that the sample crystallized in water was opaque and
completely white in color, while the sample crystallized in dry conditions was translucent. This
indicates that larger crystals and a higher degree of crystallinity were formed when PLA was
crystallized in water. The increase in crystallite size was confirmed using WAXS by calculating
the size of the crystallites from the FWHM of the (110)/(200) diffraction peak. The size of the
crystallites for PLA crystallized in dry conditions was 20 nm (± 1.9 nm) while for PLA
crystallized in water it was 28 nm (± 0.9 nm); a 40% increase in the size. The degree of
crystallinity increase is verified using DSC. Such an increase in opacity has also been reported
previously for other polymeric systems such as poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) and the effect
can partially be attributed to the formation of voids leading to optical fluctuations.2
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(i)

(ii)
Water

Dry

Figure 3.9. (i) 1D WAXS profiles of PLA crystallized in water and dry state at 80 oC. Inset:
zoomed in portion showing additional peaks indicated by arrows (ii) Optical photographs
of PLA crystallized in wet and dry conditions. Scale bar indicates 1 cm

3.4 Spectroscopic analysis of water PLA interactions
In order to explain the increase in segmental dynamics in the hydrated state, it is
important to characterize the water-PLA interactions. As shown below, these interactions are
surprisingly interesting and highly dependent on the amount of water present and the PLA
morphology. 12 In order to control water permeation into the sample, absorption and desorption
experiments were carried out using the experimental setup as described in the Experimental
Section. Time-resolved ATR-FTIR spectra of OH stretching and H-O-H bending bands of water
during absorption in PLA films are shown in Figure 3.10. As observed, water absorption
increases as a function of time. As reported previously the spectral regions (3500 and 1600 cm-1)
containing vibrations are complex.13-18 As expected the water permeated into PLA is very small.
Given the extremely large absorption coefficient of water, the observed intensity of H2O
stretching and bending vibrations are only comparable to the PLA peaks present.
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As described previously, the state of water absorbed in polymers can exist in at least three
different states. The first one is usually called free water which possesses all the characteristics
of water and has a freezing temperature of 0 °C. The characteristic infrared active bands are
located at 3300 cm-1 (stretching) and 1650 cm-1 (bending). With decreasing strength of the
hydrogen bonding, usually the stretching vibration will move upward and the bending moving
downward. 13-18 Because of the delocalization associated with the hydrogen bonds, changes in
the position of the stretching and bending band reflects the effective dipole moment of the
changing structure. 19 Therefore, the change in intensity is not strictly proportional to changes in
water content. Because of overlapping PLA features, it is difficult to analyze the band shape of
the O-H stretching vibration. But it is clear that there is a small frequency shift in the bending
mode, moving from 1621 cm-1 at initial time interval to 1625 cm-1 at equilibrium water
absorption. The water desorption data are shown in Figure 3.11. However the characteristic
water bands cannot be completely removed from PLA films, indicating that water remains in the
PLA structure. The bending vibration shifted from 1625 cm-1 at equilibrium water absorption
back to 1621 cm-1 in the desorption process. The shift in the band frequency during absorption
and desorption indicates different states of water as a function of water content. A number of
previous studies have shown that the structure of water does not necessarily exist as the liquid
state that is the most familiar state.13-18
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Figure 3.10. Time-resolved ATR-FTIR spectra of OH stretching and HOH bending bands
of water absorbed in PLA
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Figure 3.11. Time-resolved ATR-FTIR spectra of OH stretching and bending bands of
water in PLA during desorption
To analyze quantitatively the absorption and desorption process of water in PLA, infrared
spectra of films with thicknesses 20 and 200 microns were studied in the ATR experiments. This
allows greater spatial and temporal resolutions in measuring the changing interactions between
water and PLA. All the band intensities were normalized to the PLA C-H stretching vibration.
The integrated absorbance of the OH stretching peak was plotted as a function of time as shown
in Figure 3.12. As expected the thicker film exhibited slower water absorption kinetics compared
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to the thinner film. The measured data clearly showed a significant fraction of water in PLA was
desorbed with the remaining absorbed water still trapped in PLA matrix. At a lower water
content water molecules are in bound state, while at a higher content free/loosely bound are
prevalent. Thus water with HOH bending peak wavenumbers 1621 cm-1 and 1625 cm-1 represent
bound water and free/loosely bound water respectively.
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Figure 3.12. Normalized integrated absorbance of OH stretching band of water in PLA as a
function of time (minutes)
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Figure 3.13. Overlay of OH stretching and bending bands of free standing water and
subtraction spectra of water absorbed in PLA at equilibrium

Figure 3.13 shows the overlay of spectra of OH stretching and bending bands of free
standing water and subtraction spectra of water in PLA at equilibrium. The FTIR spectrum of
pristine PLA was subtracted from the hydrated sample. In comparison, the different environment
experienced by the water in amorphous PLA can be seen. There is a shift in the band frequency
of OH stretching to a higher value (3440 cm-1) and HOH bending to a lower value (1625 cm-1)
compared to that of free standing water (3404 cm-1 and 1645 cm-1 respectively). Since the
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strength of the specific interactions between water and PLA would be lower than the hydrogen
bonds between the water molecules (~ 20 KJ/mol), the OH stretching band would shift to a
higher frequency while H-O-H bending band to a lower frequency compared to bulk water. Thus
water in PLA shows that it has specific interactions with PLA.

3.5 Proposed Mechanism for increase in segmental mobility of Poly(lactic acid) upon
hydration
Our data shown above have clearly demonstrated that the presence of water significantly
increased the kinetics of physical aging and crystallization of PLA. These structural
rearrangements are intimately related to the segmental mobility20, 21 where in the former case the
short range rotational and vibrational motions are active while in the latter the long range
translational motions are prevalent. Segmental mobility of polymers, in general, can be explained
from the free volume perspective.22 The intriguing aspect is that the equilibrium water uptake in
PLA is extremely low, approximately 0.5-1% by weight, which translates into 1 water molecule
per ~30 PLA monomeric units. The low water uptake in PLA is understandable considering that
it is hydrophobic in nature owing to the presence of non-polar functional groups. Considering
such low water uptake, the increase in the segmental mobility needs to be correlated to changes
in the infrared spectroscopic features characteristic of varying water content, the water structure
and intermolecular interaction with PLA.
The clue can be found in the large dipoles associated with the carbonyl groups present in
PLA and their contributions in stabilizing PLA structures.7, 23-25 Thus the effect of a solvent
environment, particularly water which has a high dielectric constant, can have a major influence
on modifying the PLA segmental mobility. The time resolved infrared spectroscopy has shown
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clearly that when water initially enters PLA, or when water content is low, the bending vibration
at 1621 cm-1, lower than liquid water as observed, is characteristic of the monomer or dimer.13-18,
26

These isolated water molecules are attracted to sites with specific affinity, typically hydrogen

bonds.26 In this case, they can bridge between the carbonyl groups along the PLA chain. Given
the hydrophobic nature of PLA, as the water concentration increases, it will have a tendency to
self-associate thus forming clusters.26 The increase in the frequency of the bending vibration to
1625cm-1 as water absorption increases supports this hypothesis. Upon desorption the frequency
shifted back from 1625 to 1621 cm-1. This change is also supported by the Zimm-Lundberg’s
analysis on water clustering in polymers. In fact, when water content is greater than 0.4% by
weight, evidence has been found that is consistent with the formation of water clusters.27, 28
Furthermore, with the increase in water content and water structure transformation, the
inherent dipole moment of each O-H increases from ~1.5 Debye to as high as 3.5 Debye.29, 30
Based on both experimental and theoretical studies, the dipole moment of water increases as the
water cluster size increases, from dimer to higher units.29, 30 Given the higher dipole moment of
water clusters, it will have a higher propensity to disrupt the already existing dipole-dipole
interactions between the PLA chains. This increase in the dipole moment and associated
dielectric coefficient can disrupt PLA structure thus increasing the free volume and segmental
mobility to account for the increase in the kinetics of physical aging and crystallization in the
presence of water.
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3.6 Conclusion
Although the water uptake of PLA is low, its hydration significantly enhances the
kinetics of physical aging and crystallization. We find that physical aging of PLA in water leads
to accelerated densification of the chains. In addition, a quantitative study of crystallization
behavior of PLA in water demonstrates that water increases the rate of crystallization
tremendously. Keying on specific infrared active vibrations, time resolved infrared spectroscopy
not only provided a better understanding of the water absorption process but also revealed a
changing water structure ranging from isolated molecules to locally bound clusters. These
experimental observations are consistent with previous experimental and theoretical studies.
With an increase in water content, the HOH bending peak of water in PLA shifted to a higher
frequency indicating the presence of loosely bound/free water. The desorption of water from
PLA supported the results, with the loosely bound water desorbing while the bound water
remained in the PLA matrix. Based on its state, the magnitude of the water dipole moment
changes significantly. The increase in the dipole moment increased its dielectric coefficient and
was able to disrupt PLA structure at sufficiently high water content. This disruption increased the
free volume thus accounting for the increase in aging and crystallization kinetics. It is worth
mentioning that the molecular weight of the PLA was measured after crystallizing it in water at
80 oC for 2 hours and no change in the molecular weight was observed. Thus the possibility of
degradation of PLA playing a role is eliminated as one possibility for the increase in segmental
mobility.
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CHAPTER 4
IMPACT OF PHYSICAL AGING AND PLA-WATER SPECIFIC INTERACTIONS ON
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

4.1 Introduction
As we have seen in the previous chapter that water although absorbed in small quantity in
PLA, has significant impact on the structure. The spectroscopic analysis has also shown the
specific interaction between PLA and water. This chapter describes the changes in the
mechanical properties of hydrated Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) in different environments such as dry,
wet and submerged from a molecular perspective. Such characterization is important since in
many applications PLA is deployed in high humidity environment for applications in agriculture
and biomedical fields. For example, agriculture films are deployed to protect budding plants
from drastic fluctuation of temperature and to reduce water loss during the growing season. In
biomedical applications, PLA is implanted in living body as drug eluting stents, where it comes
in direct contact with water. It is well known that in high humidity environment, PLA degrades
hydrolytically, sometimes extremely rapidly.1 Thus it is important to determine the changes in
the physical properties of PLA in the presence of water. However to the best of our knowledge
such characterization has not been carried out yet.
As mentioned in the introduction section, it has also been established that small changes
in these dipolar interactions can affect PLA properties tremendously.2-5 It is our hypothesis that
water with its high dielectric constant may affect the PLA structure considerably. As described in
the previous chapter, we have demonstrated that the interaction of PLA with water depends on
the morphology of the sample and the amount of the water present.6 Although the water absorbed
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into PLA is extremely small, on the order of 0.5 % by weight (1 water molecule per 30 PLA
monomer units), we found a significant increase in both the magnitude and kinetics of enthalpic
relaxation near the glass transition temperature (Tg). The kinetics of aging is at least 2 times the
speed as compared to dry samples. In addition, under same circumstances we also found that the
crystallization kinetics can be increased significantly when PLA is hydrated at a temperature
higher than Tg. The increase in the segmental mobility was directly correlated to the presence of
free liquid water disrupting the intermolecular interactions in PLA. The fact that water has such a
strong effect on PLA structure was attributed to the strong intermolecular interactions present
and their changes in the hydrated state. These structural changes due to hydration were supported
by various spectroscopic features assignable to different water states at different hydration
levels.6
Hydration induced changes in polymers depend on various factors such as amount of
water, water-polymer interaction, temperature, polymer mobility and morphology affecting
distribution of water molecules, and polymer conformation changes associated with hydration.7, 8
A large numbers of publications over the last for last 40 years have demonstrated the importance
of this subject from both the fundamental and practical perspectives.7, 9-15 It is our hypothesis
that although water usually has plasticizing influence on polymer properties, in case of PLA,
depending on water environment and state of water, it could alter the mechanical properties in an
unexpected fashion. Such change in the mechanical properties could potentially be due to
enhanced intermolecular interactions with water forming “bridges” between PLA chains.16-18 In
addition crystallization of PLA in presence of water due to increased segmental mobility and as
well as physical aging of PLA leading to densified state could enhance the mechanical properties
as well.
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It has been established that when absorbed in a semicrystalline polymer, water is
excluded from the crystalline phase.9, 19 Since the amorphous phase is directly affected by the
presence of water, our studies focus on that aspect of the PLA structure. In addition, we focus
only on the changes in the elastic modulus of hydrated PLA as compared to the dry state. The
analysis of the entire stress train curve is complex and beyond the scope of this study. Explaining
the entire stress strain behavior becomes challenging and difficult to predict due to various
factors that affect the deformation behavior such as polymer morphology, macroscopic defects,
flow property, viscoelasticity, and sample anisotropy.20, 21. A specific emphasis on modulus fits
well with our specific expertise in the characterization of polymer microstructure. We have
always focused on the analysis of changes or differences in the intermolecular interactions
present in polymers.2, 5, 6, 22 Previous studies carried out on various polymers have shown that
below Tg, when the polymer is in the glassy state, the modulus of the polymer strongly depends
on the cohesive energy density (CED).23 CED is typically characterized by the intermolecular
interactions present. Empirical relationships have been developed correlating modulus and CED
for various polymeric systems to predict the mechanical properties.24, 25 For example, highly
polar polymers such as Poly(vinyl alcohol) and Poly(acrylic acid) have higher moduli due to
strong hydrogen bonding while polymers such as Poly(zinc acrylate) exhibit very high elastic
modulus due to strong ionic attractions serving as crosslinks and thus increasing the modulus.23
These examples illustrate the relationship between CED and polymer modulus. Therefore, in
order to explain the changes in the modulus of PLA in the presence of water, a better
understanding of the changes in CED or the associated intermolecular interactions will be
necessary.
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In this chapter, the mechanical properties of PLA were measured in different
environments such as dry, wet and samples completely submerged in water. Analysis of changes
in the microstructure of PLA was carried out using calorimetric method (DSC). Dielectric
spectroscopy was employed to determine sub-Tg transition of PLA upon hydration. The
interaction between water and PLA at the molecular level was studied using Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) in the near-IR (NIR) region. The advantage associated with nearIR spectroscopy is that thicker samples can be utilized in the transmission mode. Thus the bulk
of the sample could be analyzed and thicker samples allow more accurate measurements of
hydration and dehydration of water from PLA. The goal of this study paper is to determine the
changes in the modulus of hydrated PLA in different environments at a temperature below Tg.
We have characterized hydration induced structural rearrangements and its effects on the
physical properties of PLA.

4.2 Mechanical properties of PLA in different environments
The mechanical properties of PLAs in three different environments; dry, wet and
submerged were carried out using the sampling technique described in Chapter 2. The results are
shown in Figures 4.1 and summarized in Table 4.1. Elastic moduli were measured from the slope
of the stress-strain curves shown in Figure 4.1(ii) within 0.5% of the strain. For all the samples,
the strain rate was kept constant at 1 mm/min. The amorphous PLA film in the dry state broke
abruptly. The tensile strength and elongation at break in wet state were similar to the neat PLA.
For submerged state sample, at higher strains a significant decrease in the tensile strength was
observed but the percentage of elongation at break was similar to dry and wet state. Also where
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the dry and wet PLA show very slight yielding before failure, submerged sample shows
significant plastic deformation before failure.
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Figure 4.1. (i) Overlay of stress-strain plot of melt quenched amorphous PLA in pristine,
wet and submerged state (ii) zoomed in portion of the stress-strain curves.
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Table 4.1. Mechanical properties of PLA in different environments.
PLA

Modulus (MPa)

Strength (MPa)

Elongation (%)

Pristine Dry

1938 (±40.9)

44.4 (±3.3)

2.84 (±0.21)

Wet

2145 (±43)

45.6 (±4.1)

2.96 (±0.34)

Submerged

2061 (±50.7)

31.3 (±2.3)

2.87 (±0.59)

Table 4.2. Mechanical properties of amorphous PLA aged in water and in dry conditions
(values in bracket indicate standard deviation)
Amorphous PLA

Modulus
(MPa)

Strength
(MPa)

Elongation
(%)

Pristine

1938 (±40.9)

44.4 (±3.3)

2.84 (±0.21)

Aged in dry conditions for 48 hours

1983 (±37.9)

43.4 (±1.4)

2.71 (±0.11)

As shown in Table 4.1 the elastic modulus of PLA increased by 10% and 6% upon
hydration in the wet and submerged states, respectively. In contrast, as shown in Table 4.2 the
elastic moduli of samples aged in dry conditions for 48 hours (double the time compared to
hydration period) did not exhibit the increase as observed for the hydrated ones. The fact that
elastic modulus can increase is of considerable interest since water is generally considered as
having plasticizing effect on polymers resulting in the decrease in glass transition temperature
(Tg) and lowering of modulus.7, 9 In biomedical applications, it is especially important to
understand the origin of this effect. Numerous studies on Nylon are such examples where water
disrupts hydrogen bonds leading to plasticization.26-28 There are few instances such as cotton,
wheat gluten or starch polymers that water has an opposite effect known as antiplasticization
which leads to “hardening” of the polymer.16, 29 The changes in the properties of hydrated PLAs
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are similar to the effects of antiplasticizers on polymers such as polycarbonate or polystyrene.3032

The mechanism for antiplasticization upon addition of diluent has been explained as a

combination of several factors such as reduction of free volume,18 interaction between polar
groups of polymer and diluent,33 presence of rigid diluent leading to steric hindrance,34 formation
of mechanically stable bridges between polymer and water,17 and densification of glassy
polymers.35, 36

WET

Figure 4.2. First heating DSC scans of physical aging of PLA at 37 °C in the presence of
water (numbers on the figure indicate aging time).

In addition to the possible mechanisms listed above it is also important to consider
whether additional crystallization has occurred. This possibility was eliminated based on the
DSC and WAXD data shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. Increase in the degree of
crystallinity in the melt quenched amorphous samples did not occur upon soaking them in water
at 37 oC for 24 hours. The degree of crystallinity (Xc) was measured by subtracting the enthalpy
of crystallization (∆Hc) obtained by integrating the crystallization peak as well as the small
exothermic crystallization peak just before the melting peak (∆Hα’- α) from the enthalpy of fusion
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(∆Hf) measured. The degree of crystallinity was obtained by Equation 4.1.37, 38 In this expression,
we used the theoretical value of enthalpy of fusion (∆Hof) of 93 J/g for the 100% crystalline
PLA.39 None of the PLA samples showed any crystallinity increase which indicated that the
samples remained amorphous even after 24 hours in water at 37 oC.
% Xc = (∆Hf – ∆Hc - ∆Hα’- α) x 100 /∆Hof

(Equation 4.1)

This observation was confirmed by the WAXS data obtained for the hydrated samples.
The 1D and 2D WAXS data as shown in Figure 4.3 were obtained from a PLA sample aged in
water at 37 oC for 24 hours. For comparison the diffraction data from a reference semicrystalline
PLA (crystallized at 80 oC for 2 hours with 50% degree of crystallinity) is also shown in the
Figure 4.3.

Intensity

Reference crystalline PLA
Hydrated PLA

Hydrated PLA

10

15

20

25
30
2(degree)

35

40

Crystalline PLA
Figure 4.3. 1D and 2D WAXS profile of reference crystalline PLA sample and PLA aged in
water at 37 oC for 24 hours

For the aged hydrated samples, the 2D profile of WAXS exhibited only diffuse background
without any diffractions. The 1D profile showed an amorphous halo absence of any diffraction
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peaks. These DSC and X-ray data eliminated any possibility of crystallization in the hydrated
samples. Thus the possibility of increase in degree of crystallinity as a factor influencing elastic
modulus was eliminated.
4.3 Mechanism for the increase is elastic modulus
As many polymers, PLA will age as a function of time and especially at elevated
temperatures.5 The kinetically trapped nonequilibrium structures obtained at beginning (upon
melt-quenching) will seek a lower energy state usually represented by a state of higher density or
lower free volume.40 Because of the tighter packing, or a corresponding stronger intermolecular
interactions present, PLA possesses a higher a cohesive energy density structure as compared to
the as prepared quenched sample. A number of theoretical and experimental studies have
characterized this process for PLA.5 In fact, this densification process has been invoked to
explain the 23% increase in modulus after a dry PLA sample that was aged for 1,008 hours at 40
ºC.41
As shown in our previous publication6 PLA undergoes accelerated physical aging when
soaked in water at 37 oC as compared to sample aged in dry conditions. Physical aging is
quantified using the area of enthalpy relaxation peak (δH) in the vicinity of Tg.42, 43 The rates of
physical aging in wet and dry conditions calculated from the slope of area of enthalpy relaxation
peak as a function of log of aging time were 2.41 and 1.21 J/g per decade respectively.6
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Figure 4.4. First heating DSC scans of dry pristine PLA and PLA soaked in water at 37 oC
for 24 hours with δH of 6 J/g
As shown in the Figure 4.4 in our experiment after 24 hours of soaking in water, a δH,
value of 6 J/g was obtained. To give a perspective on the time scale required to achieve this
physically aged state, we compared our results with that of Pan et al.41 where PLA was aged in
dry conditions at 40 oC for up to 1008 hours. In that case a δH of ~7 J/g was obtained at a rate of
1.77 J/g per decade. The comparison clearly demonstrates that PLA attains a densified state
much faster in water after 24 hours of soaking which is comparable to 1,008 hours of aging in
dry conditions. As shown in Figure 4.5, as the polymer densifies, its Tg increase as a function of
soaking time. After 24 hours, the hydrated sample exhibits a rise as much as 5 degrees Celsius.
The DSC data clearly shows the change in the structure moving from the as quenched
amorphous sample to a denser one. The restricted chain segments can be seen from the increase
in the glass transition temperature. The increase in Tg upon hydration is significant which
indicates increase in the cohesive energy density of the polymer.44
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Figure 4.5. Tg as a function of soaking time in water at 37 oC
The densification process can also be seen from dielectric spectroscopy which can be
used to measure segmental dynamics represented by the various transitions (Tg or sub Tg)
observed. Dielectric spectroscopy usually has at least two active modes; one is related to chain
translation along the chain axis (α transition). While the other is related to the rotational freedom
of each chain (β transition). β transition is characteristic of the magnitude and specificity of
interchain interactions and is representative of interchain environment. A reduction in free
volume and the specific interaction between the polymer and diluent molecules can restrict or
prevent local rotations of side groups or short range motion of the chains. The dielectric
properties of polycarbonate (PC) in the dry and wet state were measured to validate the
technique. Merriweather et al.45 carried out analysis of the water absorption in PC and its effect
on the various transitions (Tg and Sub-Tg) using DSC and dielectric spectroscopy. They observed
plasticization of PC upon hydration indicated by a decrease in Tg as a function of soaking time
and water content. They also noted an increase in the intensity of the β transition peak upon
hydration indicating freedom of rotation of side groups in the wet state. Using our experimental
conditions, the measured dielectric loss versus temperature of Polycarbonate film in dry and wet
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states at various frequencies ranging from 1 Hz to 100 KHz are shown in Figure 4.6. As PLA,
this Polycarbonate film was soaked in water at 37 oC for 24 hours before carrying out the
dielectric experiment.
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Figure 4.6. Dielectric loss (ε”) vs Temperature (oC) plot of Polycarbonate samples in dry
and wet state
As seen from the plot, PC shows broad β relaxation peak and the intensity of the β
relaxation peak was increased upon hydration similar to the observations by Merriweather.45The
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activation energy (Ea, KJ/mol) of β transition was calculated from the slope of the Arrhenius plot
of log of frequency versus 1/T using following equation (Equation 4.2):
ln (F) = ln (A) – (Ea / RT)

(Equation 4.2)

F = Frequency (Hz); T = Loss Peak Temperature (oC); A = Pre-exponential Factor; Ea =
Activation Energy (J/mole); R = Gas Constant (J/K-mole)
Activation energy for β transition of PC was calculated as ~49 KJ/mole in both dry and wet
states, consistent with the literature.46 Thus in case of PC, an increase in the intensity of the β
transition peak was observed upon hydration without any change in the activation energy.
Figure 4.7 shows the dielectric loss versus the temperature plot of PLA film in dry and
wet states obtained at various frequencies. Consistent with the literature we observed a broad
multimodal β transition peak of PLA.47 For PLA, the intensity of the β-transition peak decreased
by ~30% upon hydration. The activation energy (Ea, KJ/mol) of β transition calculated using
equation 4.2, increased slightly from 40.2 KJ/mol to 42.2 KJ/mol in the dry and wet state
respectively. The value of activation energy of PLA in the dry state (40.2 KJ/mol) is consistent
with other studies.47 The intensity of the relaxation is related to the number of dipoles
participating in the relaxation process and the mobility of the units involved. Thus the
suppression of the β transition suggests that hydration led to the confinement of the motions of
the chain. Suppression of the β transition peak and the subsequent increase in the activation
energy sheds a considerable insight into the interchain environment and thus the “hardening”
mechanism.33, 48 This is consistent with the interpretation that the increase in modulus of
polymers is due to antiplasticization characterized by the disappearance or decrease in intensity
of the β-transition peak.33, 48 Increase in the Tg and suppression of the β-transition peak indicate
an increase in the cohesive energy density of PLA.
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Figure 4.7. Dielectric loss (ε”) vs Temperature (oC) plot of PLA samples in dry and wet
state

4.4 State of water in PLA using Near-IR spectroscopy
The structural rearrangements and changes in the properties observed upon hydration of
PLA, including increase in the modulus, Tg and suppression of Sub-Tg (β) transition peak, are
characteristic of antiplaticization. This phenomenon has been attributed to several factors
including interaction between the polymer and diluent leading to formation of stable mechanical
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bridges between water and polar sites of polymer.16, 17, 33 Thus it is necessary to understand state
of water and its interaction with PLA. The spectroscopic techniques provide an opportunity to
probe another factor that needs to be considered in the analysis of the increase in the elastic
modulus. As we have reported previously,6 different states of water molecules can be envisaged
including tightly bound water molecules to the polar functional groups of PLA, weakly bound
water molecules, or free water in clusters depending on water content and interaction.49-51 To
understand PLA-water interaction at the molecular level, Near-IR (NIR) spectroscopy was
employed. The advantage of using NIR spectroscopy is that thick samples can be used where
dehydration is slow enough to capture the change in the water structure without any experimental
difficulties. In contrast to ATR-FTIR used previously where the penetration depth is typically a
few microns, NIR spectroscopy in transmission mode yields a direct quantitative correlation
between amount of water in the sample and its state.52, 53 The experimental details regarding
NIR-FTIR spectroscopy are given in Chapter 2.
Figure 4.8 shows the NIR spectrum of bulk water. Liquid water exists as an extensive
hydrogen bonded network with continuous association and dissociation of the bonds. Due to a
distribution of different hydrogen bond strength, water exhibits two broad bands at ~5174 cm-1
and ~6870 cm-1 assignable to two combination bands. The first is a combination band of HOH
bending (δOH) and OH Stretching (υas) and a second one involving OH symmetric and
asymmetric stretching (υas + υs) respectively.54, 55
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Figure 4.9. Time resolved NIR spectrum during desorption of water from PLA

Figure 4.9 shows the time resolved Near-IR spectroscopy of water desorption from PLA. The
stronger water band at ~5200 cm-1 was used for analysis of the state of the water. The first
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overtone of CH stretching band at 5800 cm-1 was used for normalization. The thickness of the
sample used was the same as the samples used for carrying out mechanical testing.
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Figure 4.10. (i) Time resolved Near-IR spectroscopy showing combination band of OH
stretching and OH bending (δOH + υas) during water desorption from PLA (ii) integrated
area of water band as a function of time
Figure 4.10 shows the changes in the combination band (δOH + υas) of water as water desorbs
from PLA. A sharp water band at 5257 cm-1 was observed at the highest water content. This
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band is at a different frequency of vibration as compared to bulk liquid water (5174 cm-1)
indicating that water experiences a different environment when absorbed in the PLA matrix.
With desorption of water as a function of time the intensity of the water band decreased. As
water desorbed from PLA, a continuous shift in the frequency of vibration of the water was
observed at every level of water content from 5257 to 5265 cm-1 with simultaneous broadening
of the peak. However a sharp peak at the lowest water content was observed at 5225 cm-1. The
width of the peak also exhibits variations in the water environment and the differing strength of
interaction between PLA and water. It can be said that water in free state would desorb first
followed by water in a weakly bound state, and the tightly bound water molecules would remain
in the polymer matrix. The results obtained using NIR spectroscopy support our previous
findings where free and bound states of water were seen using ATR-FTIR spectroscopy in the
mid-IR frequency region. In that case, a subtle change in the frequency of the OH bending band
of water from 1621 to 1625 cm-1 as a function of water content was observed. Using NIR
spectroscopy, the bulk of the sample was analyzed and the change in state of the water is even
more evident where distinct populations of water molecules can be seen which are present at
every level of water content in the polymer. The accompanying plot of the integrated area of the
water band as a function of time gives a quantitative picture of the amount and state of the water.
The results clearly demonstrate specific interactions between PLA and water molecules. Such
specific interaction can lead to enhanced intermolecular interactions between PLA chains with
water forming “bridges” between the chains. Such interaction can also contribute towards an
increase in the cohesive energy density of PLA and hence the increase in modulus.
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4.5 Conclusion

Figure 4.11. Schematic representation of water molecules forming dipolar interactions with
the carbonyl group of PLA chains

Changes in the mechanical properties of PLA upon hydration in different environments such as
wet and submerged were determined and correlated to increase in cohesive energy density and
state of water. The elastic modulus of melt-quenched amorphous PLA increased by ~10% and
6% upon hydration in wet and submerged states respectively. Using DSC and WAXS, an
increase in the crystallinity of the PLA sample was ruled out as a factor responsible for the
increase in modulus. The increase in the modulus was attributed to accelerated densification of
PLA samples upon hydration leading to an increase in cohesive energy density. Such an increase
was reflected in the increased Tg (~5 oC) and suppressed β transition peak (~30% decrease in
intensity) characteristic of antiplasticization. The state of water and the specific interactions
between PLA and water as a function of water content was determined using FTIR spectroscopy
in the near-IR frequency region. Depending on the amount of water in the PLA matrix, various
populations of water molecules were observed with varying strength of interactions with PLA. It
was revealed that a fraction of the water was in the bound state making specific interactions with
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PLA and acting as “bridges” between the PLA chains. The enhanced intermolecular interactions
between PLA chains in the presence of water also contributed to the increase in the elastic
modulus. The study shows that even though water absorbed in PLA is low, the changes in the
properties were significant even after a relatively short period of hydration. The results presented
here reiterate the significance of intermolecular dipole-dipole interactions between chains on the
properties of PLA. None of the samples examined in this study showed a decrease in the
molecular weight upon hydration within the time scale of the experiments. So the possibility of
degradation of PLA during the experiments was ruled out.
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CHAPTER 5
STABILITY OF α’ CRYSTALLINE PHASE AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
SEMICRYSTALLINE PLA UPON HYDRATION

5.1 Introduction
In previous chapters, detailed analysis of the effect of water on the melt quenched
amorphous PLA has been provided. In this chapter hydration induced structural rearrangements
associated with the semicrystalline Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) are analyzed. We found different
mechanisms exist for samples with higher degree of crystallinity as compared to completely
amorphous samples. Physical aging, change in degree of crystallinity and the type of crystalline
phase, state of water, and mechanical properties of semicrystalline PLA are characterized in the
presence of water. Since most of the commercial processing techniques favor formation of α’
crystal structure we have specifically focused on the hydration induced changes in α’ crystalline
phase.

Defects at 3,4,7
Figure 5.1. Molecular model of PLA chain containing 30% tg’t-31 defects1
As described in Chapter 1, α’ crystalline form is obtained when PLA is crystallized at a
temperature lower than 90 oC, while more stable, compact and ordered, α crystalline phase is
obtained at a crystallization temperature greater than 120 oC.2-4 α’ crystalline phase is formed due
to the inability of some of the chains to complete the transition from 31 to 103 helicity owing to
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the lower crystallization temperature and thus leading to the formation of a disordered helix as
shown in Figure 5.1. However, α’ phase can transform into α phase at elevated temperature.2, 5
Our group previously has carried out detailed spectroscopic and thermal analyses of α’
and α phases of PLA, deciphering the subtle differences between them.1, 2 These two phases are
remarkably similar to each other as shown in Figure 5.2. The difference between their unit cell
dimensions is only 3%. Although the structural differences are subtle, the differences in the
properties are significant. The equilibrium heat of fusion for α and α’ phases are ~90 and ~60 J/g
respectively and the difference has been attributed to the changes in the interchain interactions
due to the relative orientation of the molecular dipoles in the unit cell. The dipole interactions in
α crystal are strong and specific since it is more ordered and compact compared to α’. As the
structure becomes distorted, the intermolecular interactions become weaker, thus affecting the
thermal stability significantly.2

 phase

’ phase

Figure 5.2. Unit cells of α and α’ crystal structures of PLA2

There are in fact few characterization techniques that are able to differentiate the two
crystalline forms and among those are WAXS and Raman spectroscopy. WAXS exhibits
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different diffraction peaks while in Raman spectrum splitting of the carbonyl region band can be
seen in case of α crystal structure.6
As we have seen in Chapter 3 that PLA in water leads to enhanced segmental mobility
and thus increase in the physical aging and crystallization kinetics. Hence it was interesting to
determine whether water can in fact provide enough mobility to transform α’ to α crystal
structure or increases its degree of crystallinity. At 37 oC, the temperature seems to be too low
for such structural rearrangement, but the increased segmental mobility imparted by water, could
lower the energetic barrier. Similar to amorphous PLA as described in Chapter 3, physical aging
of semicrystalline PLA was also carried out by soaking it in water at 37 oC. The significance of
conducting these experiments is that a physically aged polymer has different physical properties
compared to the pristine sample.7 Whether water has an effect on this phenomenon is a matter of
interest particularly in the applications where PLA is used in presence of water. Change in the
degree of crystallinity was also examined while the sample was aged as a function of time since
degree of crystallinity has significant effect on the polymer mechanical properties.
In addition to these structural rearrangements, mechanical properties of semicrystalline
PLA in wet and submerged state were also determined, similar to the amorphous PLA as
described in chapter 4. It has been established that upon hydration water exclusively resides in
the amorphous phase of semicrystalline PLA.8, 9 Changes in the amorphous phase can potentially
affect the physical properties of semicrystalline PLA. As seen before, water had an
antiplasticizing effect on the melt quenched amorphous PLA which showed an increase in the
elastic modulus by ~10%. Thus it was important to know whether water shows similar effect on
semicrystalline PLA. In addition, molecular mobility was further evaluated by calculating the
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diffusion coefficient of water in semicrystalline and amorphous PLA using ATR-FTIR
spectroscopy.

5.2 Effect of water on the microstructure of semicrystalline PLA
The goal of the experiment was to determine the effect of water on the microstructure of
semicrystalline PLA including physical aging, degree of crystallinity, and crystalline phase.
Semicrystalline film of PLA was made by annealing the melt quenched amorphous film in oven
at 80 oC for 2 hours. Semicrystalline PLA film with α’ crystalline phase was obtained having
~50% degree of crystallinity. The crystal structure was confirmed using WAXS and Raman
spectroscopy as shown in Figure 5.4. For studying PLA aging in presence of water, a film of
PLA (~0.2 mm thickness) was immersed in water at 37 oC for a specified period of time. It was
then taken out from water; the surface was wiped to remove residual water and then
characterized using DSC. Characterization was also carried out for PLA aged in completely dry
conditions at 37 oC as a control experiment.

Figure 5.3. First heating DSC scans of semicrystalline PLA aged in water at 37 oC as
function of soaking time (numbers on the figure indicate soaking time)
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Figure 5.3 shows the first heating DSC scans of semicrystalline PLA aged for different
periods of time up to 24 hours. As described in chapter 3, physical aging of amorphous PLA
sample was accelerated in presence of water. This can be seen from the increase in the
magnitude and kinetics of endothermic enthalpy relaxation peak in the vicinity of Tg. In
comparison, in semicrystalline PLA samples, the first heating DSC scans of hydrated PLA
semicrystalline films did not show any change in the enthalpy relaxation peak near Tg even after
24 hours of hydration (Figure 5.2). This difference of physical aging between amorphous and
semicrystalline PLA is expected due to the morphological differences and is reported previously
for other polymers.10 Since the accessibility of water in the crystalline region is restricted, it
selectively goes into the amorphous region. However, even when hydrated, these amorphous
PLA chains have limited mobility due to the constraints from crystalline domains and do not
undergo the aging within the time period of the experiment. Thus physical aging is retarded in
semicrystalline PLA.
The DSC thermograms in Figure 5.2 were also used to calculate the change in the degree
of semicrystalline PLA upon hydration. Degree of crystallinity (% Xc) was measured by
calculating the enthalpy of fusion of PLA sample (∆Hf) and using the theoretical value of
enthalpy of fusion (∆Hof) of 93 J/g for the 100% crystalline PLA.11
% Xc = (∆Hf x 100) /∆Hof

(Equation 5.1)

However none of the PLA samples showed any increase in the degree of crystallinity. Thus any
possibility of additional crystallization in these samples and experimental conditions was ruled
out.
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(i)

Figure 5.4 (i) WAXS profiles and (ii) Carbonyl region band using Raman Spectroscopy of
semicrystalline PLA before and after hydration

In order to determine if water transforms metastable α’ crystalline phase in to a stable α
phase after immersing it in water at 37 oC for up to 24 hours, WAXS and Raman spectroscopy
were conducted. 1-D WAXS profile and Raman spectrum of pristine and hydrated samples are
shown in Figure 5.4. The 1D WAXS profile of the hydrated film (24 hours soaking in 37 oC
water) did not show any peak shift or additional diffraction peaks compared to pristine dry film.
In addition the Raman spectrum of the hydrated film (24 hours soaking in 37 oC water) did not
exhibit splitting of the carbonyl region band which is characteristic of α crystalline phase.6 Thus
hydration of semicrystalline PLA at 37 oC for 24 hours does not lead to change in the α’
crystalline phase.
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5.3 State of water in semi crystalline PLA using time resolved ATR-FTIR spectroscopy

Semicrystalline
PLA:
HOH Bending
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Semicrystalline PLA: OH Stretching
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Figure 5.5. Time-resolved ATR-FTIR spectra of OH stretching and HOH bending bands of
water absorbed in semicrystalline PLA

As discussed in the previous chapters, water can exist in the polymer matrix in different
states such as free and bound depending on the strength of interaction with the polymer. To
understand the interaction between the amorphous chains in semicrystalline PLA and water at
molecular level and the state of absorbed water, time resolved ATR-FTIR spectroscopy was
carried out using the setup described in the experimental section. Changes in the OH stretching
and HOH bending bands of water in semicrystalline PLA as a function of water absorption are
shown in Figure 5.5. As water is absorbed in PLA sample, the intensity of the OH stretching and
bending peaks increased with time. However in contrast to the water absorbed in amorphous
PLA, the frequency of vibration of the water molecules absorbed in semicrystalline PLA at
saturation was same as that of bulk liquid water.
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Figure 5.6. Overlay of (i) OH stretching and (ii) bending bands of free standing water and
subtraction spectra of water absorbed in amorphous and semicrystalline PLA at
equilibrium (numbers on the figure indicate peak band wavenumbers)

An overlay of normalized subtraction spectra of hydrated semicrystalline PLA, hydrated
amorphous PLA at saturation water level and free standing water is shown in figure 5.6 to
compare the shift in the water bands. The results are tabulated in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Comparison of OH stretching and HOH bending band peak wavenumber of free
standing water, amorphous and semicrystalline PLA
Sample

OH stretching band
(cm-1)

HOH bending band
(cm-1)

Free standing water

3404

1645

Water in semicrystalline PLA

3404

1645

Water in amorphous PLA

3440

1625

As described in chapter 3, for amorphous PLA, OH stretching band of water shifted to higher
frequency while the H-O-H bending band shifted downwards as compared to free standing water
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indicating that water absorbed in amorphous PLA experiences different specific intermolecular
interactions as compared to bulk liquid water. For semicrystalline sample the OH stretching and
bending peak locations at the saturation water level were same as compared to that of the free
standing water.
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Figure 5.7. Time-resolved ATR-FTIR spectra of OH stretching and bending bands of water
in amorphous and semicrystalline PLA during desorption

The time-resolved ATR-FTIR spectra of OH stretching and HOH bending bands of water during
the process of desorption of water from semicrystalline PLA are shown in Figure 5.7. During
desorption of water, as expected, the intensity of the stretching and bending bands of water
decreased as a function time. As described in chapters 3 and 4, water in free/loosely bound state
would desorb first. However there was a significant difference in desorption process in
amorphous and semicrystalline films. The FTIR spectra of amorphous PLA upon desorption
showed that the water stretching and bending bands persisted in amorphous PLA. On the other
hand for semicrystalline PLA, the intensity of the water peaks decreased significantly. A
quantitative analyses of the absorption and desorption process in amorphous and semicrystalline
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PLA is shown in Figure 5.8 where normalized integrated absorbance of OH stretching peak is
plotted as a function of time. The results show that larger fraction of water desorbs from
semicrystalline PLA compared to amorphous PLA, indicating that predominant amount water in
semicrystalline PLA is in free state.
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Figure 5.8 Normalized integrated absorbance of OH stretching band of water during (i)
absorption and (ii) desorption in amorphous and crystalline PLA as a function of time
(minutes)
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5.4 Near-IR FTIR spectroscopy of semicrystalline PLA
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Figure 5.9. (i) Time resolved Near-IR spectroscopy showing combination band of OH
stretching and OH bending (δOH + υas) during water desorption from PLA (ii) integrated
area of water band as a function of time
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Figure 5.8 shows the changes in the combination band (δOH + υas) of water as water
desorbs from PLA. For semicrystalline PLA, broader water bands were observed compared to
amorphous PLA. With desorption of water as a function of time the intensity of the water band
decreased. However compared to amorphous PLA, no shift in the peak frequency of the band
was observed as water desorbed from PLA. The accompanying plot of integrated area of water
band as a function of time gives a quantitative picture of amount and state of water. The NIR
results obtained support our previous findings (Figure 5.7 and 5.8) that larger fraction of water
desorbs from semicrystalline PLA compared to amorphous PLA. It indicates that predominant
amount of water is in free state. These results clearly demonstrate the effect of morphology on
the specific interactions between PLA and water molecules. The reason for such difference could
be due to the limited availability of water molecules to penetrate in to the crystalline phase. The
published literature is inconsistent regarding the effect of crystallinity on the solubility and
diffusivity of water in PLA.12-15 Tsuji et al.13 reported a decrease in the water vapor transmission
rate (WVTR) as the degree of crystallinity increased from 0 to 20% . While Cairncross, Siparsky
and Yoon reported that crystallinity has no effect on the equilibrium water absorption.12, 14, 15 If
the amount of water absorbed is similar in amorphous and semicrystalline PLA, then water
molecules would form clusters more readily in semicrystalline PLA since water is sequestered
from the crystalline domains and such interpretation supports our data.
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5.5 Mechanical properties of semicrystalline PLA
The tensile properties of semicrystalline PLAs in three different environments, dry, wet
and submerged, are shown in Figure 5.9 and summarized in Table 5.3. The mechanical
properties were measured using the experimental setup as described in Chapter 2. The elastic
moduli were calculated from the slope of the stress-strain curves shown in Figure 5.3 within
0.5% of the strain. For all the samples, the strain rate was kept constant at 1 mm/min. The
Semicrystalline PLA film in the dry state broke abruptly. The tensile strength and elongation at
break in wet state were similar to the neat PLA. For submerged state sample, at higher strains a
significant decrease in the tensile strength was observed but the percentage of elongation at break
was similar to dry and wet state. Also submerged sample showed significant plastic deformation
before failure.
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Figure 5.10. (i) Overlay of stress-strain plot of semicrystalline PLA in pristine, wet and
submerged state (ii) zoomed in portion of the stress-strain curves.

Table 5.3. Mechanical properties of semicrystalline PLA (values in the bracket indicate
standard deviation)
Semicrystalline PLA

Modulus (MPa)

Strength (MPa)

Elongation (%)

Pristine Dry

2141(±44.2)

47 (±4.3)

2.14 (±0.38)

Wet

1948 (±27)

42.5 (±2.7)

2.26 (±0.50)

Submerged

1918 (±37.4)

28.4 (±1.9)

2.53 (±0.68)

Pristine semicrystalline PLA, as expected showed higher modulus compared to the
pristine amorphous PLA. However unlike amorphous PLA, the modulus decreased for the
semicrystalline PLA upon hydration for both submerged and wet state by ~10%. Even though
water does not have access to the semicrystalline part, changes in the amorphous phase are
expected to affect the overall modulus of the semicrystalline polymer. In case of amorphous
PLA, the increase in the modulus was attributed to increase in cohesive energy density of PLA
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due to densification from physical aging. However in case of semicrystalline PLA physical aging
was not observed within the time scale of the experiment owing to limited mobility of
amorphous chains. In addition, in amorphous PLA, water molecules formed bridges between the
PLA chains, enhancing the intermolecular interactions and thus the increasing the cohesive
energy density even more. However in semicrystalline PLA predominant amount water was in
free state. Water in free state could disrupt the already existing PLA dipolar interaction. Thus the
combination of these factors would contribute towards plasticizing effect of water leading to
decrease in elastic modulus of semicrystalline PLA.

5.6 Conclusion
A comprehensive study detailing the structural rearrangements and mechanical response
of semicrystalline PLA in presence of water was carried out. When the hydration of
semicrystalline PLA was carried out in presence of water at 37 oC, no change in degree of
crystallinity was observed. Also α’ crystalline phase was not perturbed and did not transform to α
crystal structure. In addition, due to the constrained mobility of amorphous phase of
semicrystalline samples, physical aging was retarded in semicrystalline PLA. The spectroscopic
analysis of water absorption in semicrystalline PLA showed that predominant amount of water
was in free/unbound state and exhibited bulk water like characteristics. Thus due to lack of
densification from physical aging and in addition disrupting effect of bulk liquid like water
absorbed in semicrystalline PLA, contrary to amorphous PLA, hydration led to plasticization of
semicrystalline PLA and the elastic modulus lowered by ~10% in wet and submerged state. Thus
the study shows that there water has opposite influence on the mechanical properties of PLA
depending on its degree of crystallinity, water content, and state of water.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusions
This study provided a comprehensive analysis of the changes in the microstructure and
macroscopic properties of PLA upon hydration. A molecular interpretation of the mechanism
enabling structural rearrangements such as physical aging and crystallization was presented.
Although the amount of water absorbed in PLA is very low, (less than 1% by weight or 1 water
molecule per ~30 PLA monomer units) hydration enhanced the magnitude and the kinetics of
structural rearrangements. Physical aging of PLA in water at 37 oC, ~23 degrees Celsius lower
than Tg, led to accelerated densification of the chains where the rate of physical aging increased
from 1.21 J/g per decade to 2.41 J/g per decade in dry and wet conditions respectively. At a
temperature higher than Tg, the rate of crystallization increased significantly when the melt
quenched amorphous PLA was annealed in presence of water. The rate of crystallization at 80 oC
increased from 2 J/g/min in dry state to 7 J/g/min when soaked in water. The physical origin of
such significant effect of water even at <1% absorption, stems from the fact that water is highly
polar in nature and in addition, the properties of PLA are dominated by the intermolecular
interactions between the PLA chains. A molecular interpretation of the water-PLA interaction
was obtained using vibrational spectroscopy, particularly FTIR spectroscopy in the mid and
near-IR regions. Infrared Time resolved infrared spectroscopy provided a better understanding of
the water absorption process. In addition these spectroscopic observations also revealed a
changing water structure ranging from isolated molecules having specific interactions with the
carbonyl group of PLA to water clusters (liquid water) with increasing water content. The state
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of water and the specific interactions between PLA and water as a function of water content were
even more evident in the near-IR region. Depending on the amount of water in the PLA matrix,
various populations of water molecules were observed with varying strength of interactions with
PLA. Clarification of the state of water is important because the magnitude of the water dipole
moment changes significantly based on its state with water clusters having higher dipole moment
(3.5 D) compared to monomer/dimer of water (1.5 D). The increase in the dipole moment
increased its dielectric coefficient and was able to disrupt PLA structure. This disruption
increased the mobility of the chains thus accounting for the increase in aging and crystallization
kinetics.
The mechanical properties of hydrated PLA were probed in different environments such
as wet and submerged using novel sampling technique. Surprisingly, the elastic modulus of melt
quenched amorphous PLA increased by ~10%. Using DSC and WAXS, the increase in the
crystallinity of the PLA sample was ruled out to be a factor responsible for the increase in
modulus. Instead, the increase in the modulus was attributed to accelerated densification of PLA
samples upon hydration leading to increase in cohesive energy density. Such an increase was
reflected in the increased Tg (~5 degree Celsius) and suppressed β transition peak (~30%
decrease in the intensity). As observed from the vibrational spectroscopy techniques, the
enhanced intermolecular interactions between PLA chains in the presence of water also
contributed to the increase in the elastic modulus.
In contrast, for semicrystalline PLA, the elastic modulus decreased by ~10% upon
hydration. This difference compared to amorphous PLA was attributed to the difference in the
PLA morphology, water content and state of water. Due to the constrained mobility of the
amorphous phase of semicrystalline samples, physical aging was retarded in semicrystalline
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PLA. In addition, the spectroscopic analysis of water absorption in semicrystalline PLA showed
that the predominant amount of water was in free/unbound state and exhibited bulk water like
characteristics. Thus due to the lack of densification from physical aging and the disrupting
effect of free/unbound water having higher dipole moment, hydration led to the reduction in
elastic modulus in semicrystalline PLAs. Our study reveals that water competes for the dipoledipole interactions between the PLA chains. Water does not have a universal plasticizing or
antiplasticizing effect on PLA, rather the impact of water depends on the amount of water
absorbed, state of water and the structural rearrangements associated with hydration.

6.1.1 Interpretation of the molecular origin for the differences in the properties between
amorphous and semicrystalline PLA upon hydration
As described in detail in chapter 3 and chapter 5, the physical aging experiments were
carried out on amorphous and semicrystalline PLA in presence of water. The results obtained in
these two samples with different morphologies are significantly different. Figure 6.1 shows the
DSC scans (first heating) of melt quenched amorphous and semicrystalline films of PLA aged in
water at 37 oC. In case of amorphous PLA, a large endothermic peak with enthalpy loss of 6 J/g
was observed upon hydration at 37 oC for 24 hours. However in case of semicrystalline PLA,
endothermic peak was not observed even after 24 hours of aging in water. The absence of
endothermic peak in semicrystalline PLA is surprising since physical aging in semicrystalline
PLA too was expected. This is because, even though the amorphous chains near the crystallites
(interfacial region) may experience restricted mobility, at a certain distance from the crystals, the
amorphous phase would have similar mobility as that of bulk amorphous polymer chains.
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(i)

(ii)
Figure 6.1. First heating DSC scans of (i) amorphous and (ii) semicrystalline PLA aged in
water at 37 oC as a function of soaking time (numbers on the figure indicate soaking time)
Struik1 has explained the origin of physical aging from the point of view of short range
local motion of the chains driving the system from non-equilibrium to equilibrium state. Such
segmental mobility leads to the densification of polymer. However considering the differences in
the aging behavior of amorphous and semicrystalline PLA, the densification argument may not
be valid in our system of hydrated PLA. When the different polymorphs of PLA, α, α’ and
stereocomplex are considered, the difference in their densities is no larger than 0.01 g/cm3. In
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addition the unit cells of α and α’ are remarkably similar. Even though the structural parameters
are similar, the differences in the properties exhibited by them are significant. α, α’ have
equilibrium enthalpy of fusion of 90 and 60 J/g respectively2 where as stereocomplex has
melting point of at least ~50 oC higher than either PLLA or PDLA.3 These observations show
that the intermolecular interactions are quite different. Our group previously has carried out
extensive thermal and spectroscopic analysis of this phenomenon. The differences were
attributed to the relative orientation of molecular dipoles in the unit cell.2, 4
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Figure 6.2. Overlay of stress-strain plot of (i) melt quenched amorphous and (ii)
semicrystalline PLA in pristine, wet and submerged state. Also included are the zoomed in
portion of the stress-strain curves of (iii) amorphous and (iv) semicrystalline PLA
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The difference in the mechanical properties between the amorphous and semicrystalline
PLA upon hydration is shown in Figure 6.2 and summarize in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. Mechanical properties of amorphous and semicrystalline PLA (values in the
bracket indicate standard deviation)
Amorphous PLA
Modulus (MPa)
Strength (MPa)
Elongation (%)
Pristine Dry

1938 (±40.9)

44.4 (±3.3)

2.84 (±0.21)

Wet

2145 (±43)

45.6 (±4.1)

2.96 (±0.34)

Submerged

2061 (±50.7)

31.3 (±2.3)

2.87 (±0.59)

Semicrystalline PLA

Modulus (MPa)

Strength (MPa)

Elongation (%)

Pristine Dry

2141(±44.2)

47 (±4.3)

2.14 (±0.38)

Wet

1948 (±27)

42.5 (±2.7)

2.26 (±0.50)

Submerged

1918 (±37.4)

28.4 (±1.9)

2.53 (±0.68)

From the stress-strain plot and the accompanying table, we can see that the in case of
amorphous PLA the elastic modulus increased by ~6% and 10% in submerged and wet state
respectively. In contrast, the elastic modulus decreased by ~10% for semicrystalline PLA
samples. As mentioned in Chapter 1, PLA has tg’t 103 or 31 helical conformation. However
considering the remarkable similarities in densities and unit cell, significant change in the
density, chain conformation or departure from tg’t sequences is not necessary for the hydration
induced changes. Thus rather than the densification, the reorientation of the dipoles would be the
factor responsible the structural transformations and the differences in the physical properties
observed for hydrated PLA.
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Favorable alignment of the dipoles is crucial since it leads to increase in the
intermolecular interactions and hence the cohesive energy density. Previous studies carried out
on various polymers have shown that below Tg, when the polymer is in the glassy state, the
modulus of the polymer strongly depends on the cohesive energy density (CED).5 CED is
typically characterized by the intermolecular interactions present. Empirical relationships have
been developed correlating modulus and CED for various polymeric systems to predict the
mechanical properties.6, 7 Using vibrational spectroscopy we have seen that specific interactions
between PLA and water molecules exists. Such specific interaction can lead to enhanced
intermolecular interactions between PLA chains with water forming “bridges” between the
chains. Thus because of the stronger intermolecular interactions present, melt quenched
amorphous PLA possesses a higher a cohesive energy density as compared to the as prepared
quenched sample. Such increase in cohesive energy density, reflected in the increase in Tg and
suppression of the β-transition peak, leads to increase in the modulus.
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6.2 Future work and suggested topics for further exploration
6.2.1 Tensile test of PLA at different strain rates
As described in Chapters 4 and 5, we have carried out extensive mechanical testing of
hydrated PLA (amorphous and semicrystalline) in different environments such as wet and
submerged. In all these experiments, the strain rate was kept constant at 1 mm/min. The strain
rate was chosen in accordance with the literature and also keeping in mind the specific
biomedical applications of PLA such as cardiovascular stents. For amorphous and
semicrystalline PLAs, the maximum change in the elastic modulus, (increase or decrease)
obtained compared to pristine dry samples upon hydration was ~10%. It would be useful to carry
out the tensile tests at different strain rates to understand the changes in the mechanical
properties and in order to see if a larger change in the elastic modulus of PLA can be seen upon
hydration.

6.2.2 Tensile test of hydrated PLA at different temperatures
For determining the mechanical properties of hydrated PLA, the hydration was carried
out by soaking PLA samples in water at 37 oC. In case of wet state, the sample was taken out of
water and the dogbone shaped sample was subjected to uniaxial deformation at room
temperature. For the further understanding, it would be important to carry out the deformation at
different temperatures ranging from room temperature to up to the glass transition temperature
(20 oC, 30 oC, 40 oC, 50 oC and 60 oC). This is because the properties of PLA depend strongly
on the intermolecular dipole-dipole interactions which are temperature sensitive. Strength of the
dipole-dipole interactions varies inversely with the third power of the distance between the
dipoles and the temperature. Thus the strength of interactions reduces rapidly with the distance.
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As the temperature increases the average kinetic energy of the molecules is higher which is
unfavorable for the alignment of the dipoles for attractive interaction. Thus the strength of
dipole-dipole interactions will decrease with increasing temperature. Thus depending on the
temperature the mechanical properties may differ significantly.

6.2.3 Global chains dynamics of hydrated PLA using Low-field NMR
Low-field NMR is a powerful technique for studying the molecular dynamics even in
complex materials. It measures relaxation constants as a consequence of interactions among
nuclear spins and between their surroundings. Thus it provides information on the translational
and rotational motion of the molecules, viscosity of their environment and geometric restrictions.
Low-field NMR (<30 MHz) is particularly valuable in the determination of global chain
dynamics of the polymer chains.8 Since water does not have access to crystalline region, most of
the structural instability should originate from the amorphous phase. Low field NMR would be
useful to quantitatively measure the chain dynamics of PLA in the presence of water. The low
field NMR relaxation data reflects the physical environment of the chain, not the chemical
environment. Such measurements are possible as a function of polymer architecture,
morphological constraints, time, and water content.8 It can complement and validate the results
that we have obtained from dielectric spectroscopy where a quantitative analysis can be done
regarding chain dynamics in hydrated state for amorphous and semicrystalline PLA.
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6.2.4 Effect of D-lactide content on the structural rearrangements and mechanical
properties of PLA in presence of water
As described in chapter 1, lactic acid has two optical isomers, L-lactide and D-lactide.
The polymers made from these monomers are called poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) and poly(Dlactic acid) (PDLA) respectively. However even in case of PLLA, due to purity issues, it
contains some fraction of D-lactide content in the chains as configurational defects. The Dlactide content affects the physical properties and crystallization behavior of PLA significantly.9
With increase in D-lactide content, glass transition temperature (Tg) and melting point (Tm)
decrease.10Introduction of D sequences in PLLA reduce crystallizable sequence lengths resulting
in a lower melting point. It has been shown that a melting point drop of ~5 degree Celsius occurs
for every ~1% (by weight) D-lactide in PLLA.10 In the past our group has explored the effect of
these configurational defects on the kinetics of physical aging in dry conditions, where
accelerated physical aging was observed with increase in D-lactide content.11
For PLLA, vast information with respect to physical properties depending on the
molecular architecture including configurational defects has been reported. However, there have
been few reports on the water permeation, diffusion, and solubility depending on the
stereoregularity of PLA. The effect of water on the PLA properties such as crystallization,
physical aging, mechanical properties, PLA-water interaction depending on the amount of Dlactide defects is a relatively unexplored and important aspect that needs to be studied in future.

6.2.5 State and effect of water on physical properties of multicomponent PLA systems
Poly(lactic acid) suffers from the inherent limitation of being brittle in nature. To increase
the toughness of PLA our group in the past, using polymer consisting of all D isomer (PDLA)
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and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) based triblock copolymer, converted PLLA from a stiff, brittle
material to a soft, flexible rubbery material.12 The morphology of these blends consisted of PLA
stereocomplex crystals dispersed in a soft continuous amorphous phase. However because of the
hydrophilic nature of the soft mid-block used in the triblock copolymer, the hydrolytic
degradation of PLLA was accelerated. In order to reduce the degradation, various epoxy
functional reactive oligomers were incorporated as chain extenders. The molecular weight of
PLLA increased with the increase in functionality of the reactive oligomers. In such
multicomponent systems, although the hydrolytic degradation was studied in detail, physical
properties in presence of water, amount of water absorbed and the state of water have not been
characterized. As we have described in this thesis, water competes for dipole-dipole interactions
between PLA chains. In the multicomponent system a clear understanding of the permeation of
water into various regions, diffusivity, and solubility of water would be crucial for molecular
interpretation and tuning the properties of the blend.

6.2.6 Effect of water on the properties of PLA/clay nanocomposites
Some of the disadvantages that PLA suffers from are poor thermal stability, limited gas
barrier properties and low melt strength. One of the attractive ways to overcome some of these
drawbacks is the incorporation of nanoparticles in the PLA matrix to produce nanocomposites.9,
13

Particularly to overcome the limited gas barrier properties of PLA for packaging application,

different types of inorganic clays are used and the most commonly used one is the
montmorillonite.14 Incorporating these nanoparticles leads to improvement in the mechanical
properties, enhancement of crystallization, and decrease in the oxygen permeability of about
10% to 65%.15
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The properties of PLA/clay nanocomposites depending on the factors such as clay content,
aspect ratio are well studied. However effect of hydration state of clay on the dispersion and
orientation of the nanoplatelets has not been studied in detail. One of the key characteristics of
clay particles is their ability to absorb interstitial water onto their crystal structure which reduces
the interparticle attraction.16 Given the expertise gained through our research work, it would be
interesting to determine how water molecules included in the confined spaces within clay
nanoparticles affect the compatibility between PLA and clay. The better compatibility would
lead to enhanced barrier properties. In addition the amount of water absorbed in the PLA
nanocomposite would depend on the amount of clay nanoparticles. Since clay is hydrophilic,
with more clay nanoparticles, it would absorb more water. It would be important to study
whether absorbed water affects the hydration state of clay and thus the overall properties of the
nanocomposite. Thus a quantitative correlation between amount of clay nanoparticles, the state
of water and the overall barrier properties of PLA nanocomposite could be evaluated.
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